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KEY MORPHOLOGICAL TRAITS FOR THE KNOWN SPECIES OF INERMONEPHTYS
(*) ADDITIONAL DATA FROM GARDINER (1976) AND TAYLOR (1984).
INERMONEPHTYS N. SP. (POLYCHAETA: NEPHTYIDAE) FROM SE BRAZIL,
WITH COMMENTS ON THE KNOWN SPECIES OF THE GENUS
INTRODUCTION
THE GENUS INERMONEPHTYS WAS PROPOSED BY FAUCHALD (1968) TO INCLUDE THE NEPHTYIDAE LACKING BOTH THE PROSTOMIAL ANTENNAE AND THE PROBOSCIDEAL PAPILLAE AND
HAVING INVOLUTE INTER-RAMAL BRANCHIAE, LYRATE CHAETAE AND NUCHAL ORGANS WITH LONG EVERSIBLE DIGITIFORM PROCESSES. THE GENUS WAS FIRST REPORTED FOR THE SW
ATLANTIC BY LANA (1986), WHO REFERRED A NUMBER OF SPECIMENS COLLECTED IN CONTINENTAL SHELF BOTTOMS OFF SE BRAZIL TO I. PALPATA, BASED UPON THE PRESENCE OF
“LATERAL BIFID ANTENNAE” (“ANTENAS LATERAIS BIFIDAS”, PAGE 142) AND BARRED PRE-ACICULAR CHAETAE WITH ROWS OF DENTICLES. THIS IDENTIFICATION RESULTED TO BE
ERRONEOUS AND THE ACCESS TO THE TYPE-MATERIAL OF I. PALPATA ENABLED THE RE-EXAMINATION OF BOTH TAXA TO ASSESS THEIR CORRECT TAXONOMIC AFFINITIES. AS A
CONSEQUENCE, THE BRAZILIAN MATERIAL IS HEREIN DESCRIBED AS A NEW SPECIES, WHICH IS COMPARED WITH THE TYPE OF I. PALPATA AND THE ORIGINAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
REMAINING KNOWN SPECIES OF THE GENUS: I. INERMIS (EHLERS, 1887) FROM THE SE COAST OF USA, I. GALLARDI FAUCHALD, 1968 FROM VIETNAM, I. JAPONICA IMAJIMA & TAKEDA, 1985
FROM JAPAN, I. POTONGI NATEEWATHANA & HYLLEBERG, 1986 FROM THAILAND AND I. TETROPHTHALMOS RAINER & KALY, 1988 FROM AUSTRALIA.
INERMONEPHTYS N. SP.
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS: INTER-RAMAL BRANCHIAE
PRESENT FROM CHAETIGER 3; DIGITIFORM BASAL
PAPILLAE, PRESENT FROM CHAETIGER 5; POST-
ACICULAR, NOTO- AND NEUROPODIAL LYRATE
CHAETAE OF TWO KINDS, PRESENT ALL ALONG THE
BODY, WITH TINES OF SIMILAR LENGTH, BUT VARYING
FROM VERY LONG (THE MOST COMMON) TO SHORT
(ABSENT FROM SOME PARAPODIA) IN THE SAME
PARAPODIA.
A-C. ANTERIOR END: DORSAL (A), LATERAL (B) AND VENTRAL
(C) VIEWS. D-F. DETAIL OF THE ANTERIOR REGION: VENTRAL
(D), DORSAL (E) AND FRONTAL (F) VIEWS. G. NUCHAL ORGAN. H.
CHAETIGERS 1 TO 3. I. CHAETIGERS 5 AND 6 IN POSTERIOR
VIEW. J. LYRATE CHAETAE FROM MID-BODY: NOTOPODIAL
CHAETAE WITH SHORT (J1) AND LONG (J2) TINES;
NEUROPODIAL CHAETAE WITH SHORT (J3) AND LONG (J4)
TINES. K-L. CHAETIGER 6. M-O. CHAETIGER 10. P-Q. CHAETIGER
20. K, M, P: PREACICULAR VIEW; L, O, Q: POSTACICULAR VIEW.
SCALE BAR IS: 230 µM (K, L); 300 µM (M TO P).
INERMONEPTHYS PALPATA PAXTON, 1974
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS: INTER-RAMAL BRANCHIAE STARTING ON CHAETIGER
TWO, INVOLUTED BY CHAETIGER FIVE, ABSENT AT THE LAST SIX SEGMENTS,
WITH A CONICAL BASAL PAPILLA PRESENT AFTER THE FIRST TEN SEGMENTS. A
FEW POSTACICULAR, NOTO- AND NEUROPODIAL LYRATE CHAETAE HAVING TINES
OF SIMILAR LENGTH, ALL THEM LONG, PRESENT FROM CHAETIGER 10.
A-C. CHAETIGER 10; D-F. CHAETIGER 20; A, D, PREACICULAR VIEW; B, E. LATERAL VIEW; C, F.
POSTACICULAR VIEW. SCALE BAR IS 600 µM. G. MID-BODY CAPILLARY CHAETAE. H. DETAIL OF
SERRATION ON THE CAPILLARY CHAETAE. I. LYRATE CHAETAE FROM NOTOPODIA (I1) AND
NEUROPODIA (I2). J-K. DETAIL OF THE DARK RED PROTUBERANCES (INDICATED BY BLACK
ARROWS) AT THE BASIS OF THE NOTOPODIAL (J) AND NEUROPODIAL (K) ACICULAR LOBES. SCALE
BARS ARE 380 µM (A, C); 7.7 µM (B); 100 µM (D, E).
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A. ANTERIOR END SHOWING THE FIRST FIVE CHAETIGERS. B. MID-
BODY CHAETIGER IN POSTACICULAR VIEW. C. MID-BODY CHAETIGER
IN PREACICULAR VIEW. I-R B: STARTING CHAETIGER FOR THE
INTER-RAMAL BRANCHIAE; BP: STARTING CHAETIGER FOR THE
BASAL PAPILLAE.
THE INTER-RAMAL BRANCHIAE START TO BE CLEARLY INVOLUTED
FROM CHAETIGER FIVE. AT CHAETIGER FOUR, THERE IS A SLIGHT
SWELLING AT THE LEVEL OF THE BASAL  PAPILLAE, WHICH
BECOMES  CLEARLY DISTINGUISHABLE AT CHAETIGER FIVE, AND IS
FULLY DEVELOPED FROM CHAETIGER  SIX.
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